COMMON BONDS

ACROSS

1. Sit southeast, past Italian river
5. Preserved in alcohol, lyrically
9. Workplace monitor audits endless unlimited space
13. After card game, suit (heart or diamond) is free of bad aura
14. This is spun gold first? Nonsense
15. To Israel I relocated
16. Mr. Rogers is included in UNICEF redesign
17. Fail, acoustically, to make sound simultaneous with action, in film
19. Gil appears in odd ballads
21. Try anti-drug program
22. Restoring any art reveals geometrical icon
25. Bacteria infests sickest reptiles
27. East German follows those people (2 wds.)
29. Rhenium? Cerium? Not without oxygen
31. Grass: what is infused with ecstasy
32. Accord to report, DeLuise surrounded by French water
33. Tangled in taffy
34. Deborah’s loud automobiles
35. Unkind kind of nuisance
38. What an actor does is an online bit?
40. Noble sort of address, for the listener
43. Soldier I opposed
44. It sounds like cheap wages for William’s playwrighting contemporary
46. Returning, Uncle and knight take Boston transportation to House of Commons
51. What an actor does is an online bit?
52. Porterhouse servers snap, start to eat everyone’s porterhouse steaks
53. Drink’s purpose
54. Hit a yard
55. Like a playboy, Cary is excited

DOWN

1. SYSOP, confused, takes order for university
2. Embraced by Lennon, originally!
3. Hears only one note
4. Command cited in melee
5. Sexy, in photos
6. Morale drops, ends a kind of examination
7. Necklace given to a princess
8. Short leader leads leaders (doesn’t rule)
9. Recalled Foo Fighters’ sound, sometimes
10. Thong parts vertically
11. One who cultivates a prostitute, you might say
12. Randy, let loose with a passion
14. Feeling sorrow for persons over a certain age, felt urge released
18. Website’s stupid people
19. I brew corn concoction for cereal (2 wds.)
20. Extremely short thing to sing in tune
21. Faced up to the morning, coffee for some
23. Mahogany tree born on Monday
24. Way you might wash a prop
25. Lets it stand during a ship holiday
26. Undo sunk nitroglycerine element
27. Lunatic stapled 0 baby frogs
28. American author dispatches line for German skier
30. Spirit of Cuban refugee: “Not I!”
32. Fiber insulation used by thousands around Philippine mountain
36. Unsatisfactorily rated romantic companion
37. Skis crazily with a club
39. Mother at a museum
41. Adult operated Irish islands
42. Sounds like Fanny laughing in France
45. Nice summer for Fanny laughing in France
47. High B over in sopranos’ shower
48. Cowboy King’s heaven
49. My Latin author is after me
50. Military vehicle initiates another preemptive charge